
FIELD INTELLIGENCE 

AGENCY TECHNICAL 

September 15, 1945-February 1, 1946 

I was appointed as a Scientific Consultant with the Technical Industrial 
Intelligence Committee, Chemicals Subcommittee, of the Foreign 

Economic Administration, and my rank was that of a Field Grade Officer, 
equivalent to that of a Lieutenant Colonel. I was assigned to the screening, 
evaluating, and translating of captured German documents. The purpose was 
to render available to the United States Government such German chemical 
information as would be useful to the United States and its industry. 

I departed from the Sea Terminal of La Guardia Airport, New York 
City, on September 28, 1945, on a Pan Am flying boat assigned to U. S. 
Army transport service. It was my first flight. We landed first in the harbor 
of Halifax, Nova Scotia, and then in the harbor of Goose Bay, Labrador. 
Small berths were made up for the over-ocean leg of the journey after we 
were served dinner in the salon of the aircraft, and we flew in low over 
the west of Ireland to land near Limerick in the Shannon River early in 
the morning of September 29. 

We stayed that night in Ireland and flew on September 30 by land 
plane, probably a DC-3, to London's Croydon Airport, and I was billeted 
near St. James in the heart of London. The briefing as to the purpose of 
our mission did not occupy much time, so I wandered about London to 
see what was still standing and what had been destroyed and to visit old 
favored haunts. The only place to eat was in the officers' mess or in the 
Red Cross cafeteria. I also took the train to Oxford to see myoid professor, 
Leslie Sutton (Magdalen) and to dine in hall with Keith Murray, then the 
Rector, and a Don of Lincoln College. I was recognized by the servants 
of College who were there ,vhen I was in residence before the war, 1937-
1939, and my name was still in place over the door of my lodgings above 
the Wesley Room. Nurses had been quartered in Lincoln from 1939 until 
1945. 
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Seeing Oxford again was a gra tifying 
experience. It was prevented from becoming 
compJete ly sentimental because I "vas 
accompanied by Professor Donald Keyes 
(University of Illinois), who was also 
attached to T.Ll.C. I had the pleasure of 
guidi ng bim around tbe Oxford tbat I knew 
so well. He was also a gl1est with me at tbe 
High rElble in Lincoln, where he kept the 
dons amused by his easy-going garrulous 
nature and his stories as a wartime chemical 
engineer (in the U.S.). 1 thought, during the 
consumption of much wine, that he was 
embarrassing us, but I was assured by Keith 
Murray that he had been a true American 
"hit". At the table thut nigbt had been a 
classics scholar, the discoverer of penicillin, 
a world authority on Byzantine music, and 

NJL visitinl-\ OxforJ, Oc[()bcr, J94.'i others, along with Keith ivlunay (later Sir 
Keith lVlurray and then Lord Murray of 

Newhaven), who was an agricultural economist. Don Keyes and r caught 
a late train " up" to London. 

We had several days in London (and Oxford), and I also went down to 
Kent to visit the parents of Rodney, Tony, and Rosemary Parsons, vvith 
whom I had spent many weekends before the war. We were finally flown 
to Frankfurt, Germany, and were distributed in billets (houses requisitioned 
by the U.S. Army) in Hoechst. There we fell into the routine of army 
transport, army mess (actually, excellent food) and bare offices where we 
worked on documents. After some weeks, we established a document 
library in Griesheim that included an efficient microfi lming facility. Earlier, 
FLA.T. (F ield Intelligence Agency Technical) or T.LLC. persolulel had 
interviewed the administrators and research directors of the maj o r 
industries, but it was my contention that the material of real transfer value 
lay in the research reports and process directions. These we gathered in 
from all sources, starting with the separate plants beJ onging to the I.G. 
Farbenindustrie, evaluated them, indexed them, and had them microfilmed 
for transfer to the United States. 

It mjght be wise to review the All ied objectives with respect to a w,u 
industry, such as LG. Feuben, which had employed slave labor, produced 
war gases and the lethal gas used in concentration camps, and had state
approved monopoly status. All this had occurred earlier. The general 
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objectives of seizure of l.G. Farben were (l) to destroy its monopolistic 
control over German industry and (2) to eliminate its war potential. The 
specific objectives were (1) to make the plants avaihlble for reparations, 
(2) to destroy certain plants utilized strictly for war purposes, (3) to 
decentralize management, (4) to disperse ownership of individual units , 
(5) to terminate all interests in cartels, and (6) to prevent research for war 
purposes. There was little for the United States to gain except throl1gh 
the transfer of information. In the field of chemistry, this amounred to 
research, development, and production in the areas of acetylene chemistry, 
synthetic rubber, pharmaceuticals, coal cOllversion processes, etc. It was 
in these and other areas that the document center could provide detailed 
information for t[an$fer to the U.S. and use, sometimes immediately and 
sometimes later, by American industry. 

I found J could manage a diverse team consisting of scientists and 
translators, secretaries, document procurers and handlers, microfilmers, 
and a libmrian "vho took on the additional task of completing the individual 
collections. The team, which consisted of 28 personnel during the initiating 
phases while I was in Germany, worked very efficiently as long as the 
scienrists und translators did not stray from their labors. 

We did take a few trips, mainly over weekends and noainly to coordinate 
ollr work with that of the intelligence units of the U.S. Navy. I also tra velled 
to the Netherlands to talk with the Professors of Chemistry and Chemical 
Engineering about what had happened to them, their students , and their 
laboratories and what was now necessary for rebuilding and resuscitating 
academic and industrial chemistry. I formed a firm friendship with Piet 
I-leertjes, who was a Professor of Chemical Engineering at the University 
of Delft and whom I would see again at various times in our careers. The 
trip to Holland, which was made in an open jeep with an army driver, also 
enabled me to see my fiancee again, Louise Cornelie Vermey, for the 
first time (November 1, 1945) since we had to part (September 2, 1(39) 
at the beginning of the war. Our emotions would be difficult to describe. 
It was not until 1 bad talked with Nell at length, along with her father, 
sister Hilda, and aunt, that I could really appreciate what it had been like 
to be in occupied Holland from 1940 to 1945 and especially during the 
starvation winter of 1944-1945. Her family bad hidden underground 
soldiers and had taken in displaced persons from the eastern part of the 
Netherlands. Her sister's fiance and his brother had been tortured and 
shot. Nell had adopted a Jewish child whose parents had been sent to 
concentration camp. She was a courier in the underground and was honored 
by the Queen for her work. She travelled long distances by bicycle, in tbe 
night and on "tires" that were thin strips of wood, in order to obtain food 
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from Friesland for the family. In short, she had made a strong commitment 
to her country and intended to remain in Holland. 

Because I had trouble convincing Nell that I had been doing something 
worthwhile during those terrible years and that this "stranger" freshly 
arrived again from the United States was really the person to whom she 
had been engaged, I felt I had to return again to Holland to improve my 
status. The U.S. Army was not interested in learning more about Dutch 
chemistry, so I had to make a personal trip, i.e., hitch a ride, or several 
rides as it turned out. This was done with the aid of Antony Hugill and 
"Tiger" Child in British Navy Intelligence. Tony and I had been 
laboratory partners in Oxford during 1937 to 1939 and were surprised to 
meet each other walking down one of the streets of Hoechst. I had 
brought music along to Germany and he was a pianist (along with being 
a chemist, an actor, and a linguist), so we played and sang together, 
when no one else was about, in the British Naval Officers Club. In any 
case, he arranged my first ride, to LObecke and Minden, and introduced 
me to Tiger Child, who was in charge of all intelligence concerning 
Germany submariners. I drove with him to the Hague and back to 
northern Germany. He was only interested in taking me along when he 
found that I "vas pursuing an affair of the heart rather than some U.S. 
Army intelligence mission. He wrote the necessary military orders that 
would allow me to cross the borders. The story of his career in British 
intelligence is fantastic. It has appeared in the form of a biography. An 
important bit of advice that he gave me was to hire a German librarian if 
I wanted to have my (research) files 100% complete. I convinced the 
commanding officer in Hoechst to do just that on the basis of Commander 
Child's experience, and it had a remarkable effect on the operation of 
our document center. Missing years of research reports appeared as if 
by magic. I never asked about their sources when they appeared suddenly, 
usually following a weekend. 

Back to a few hours spent in the Hague on November 30 or December 
1, 1945: We agreed that Nell would come to America. What a joy and 
what a relief! I felt that she should come as a visitor in order to sample the 
life and to learn whether I was really the person she thought I was, now 
that she had seen me (twice) again after those six intervening years. From 
the time of that December meeting, we could completely trust each other 
to work toward the desired end, despite difficulties of separation, 
communication, post-war limitation on travel and entry into the United 
States, family problems and commitments, etc., etc. I was not even able 
to start my side of the process until I returned from the intelligence duty 
at the beginning of February, 1946. 
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The remaining months in Hoechst/Griesheim were very productive at 
the document center, and the system for the retrieval of information worked 
smoothly. It was possible to appreciate musical events presented under 
the auspices of the U.S. Army. Bruno Vondonhoff conducted orchestral 
music that had been banned under the Nazis. Also, in Frankfurt, we could 
hear Edit Picht-Axenfeld play the late piano sonatas of Beethoven; Helmut 
Walcha, a master of the harpsichord; Rose Stein, a harpist; Clare Smit, a 
violinist; and others. There were Sunday afternoon performances of Bach 
cantatas in a village church below the Kronberg. A group of us sang a 
concert of Christmas carols. I even took voice lessons from Frau Ilse 
Lampmann, who was a radio singer and a fine interpreter of Schubert 
lieder. I have already mentioned doing music with Lt. Comm. Antony 
Hugill, and then Captain Leigh Gerdine of the U.S. Air Force appeared in 
Wiesbaden as an aid to the Commanding Air Force General. Leigh and I 
had been Rhodes Scholars in Lincoln College, Oxford, during 1938-1939 
He was (is) an accomplished pianist and had been my accompanist in several 
concerts in Oxford. It had been a joy to hear him play, especially Chopin 
and Ravel, and I had learned a lot about music from him in our year together. 
Visits benveen Wiesbaden and Hoechst re-established our friendship and 
our musical kinship. Later in our lives we were to perform the Brahms 
"Requiem" and the Bach "St. Matthew Passion" together when he was 
at Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, he as conductor and I as bass soloist, 
and we gave a recital of piano and voice when he moved to Washington 
University, St. Louis, as Head of the Music Department. 

I mad~ many friends ~mong the British, Canadian and U.S. military 
personnel who were stationed in Germany and shared a common mess 
hall in Hoechst. I kept in touch with a number of these people whom 
posrwar duties had brought together, and I still remember some of them 
with Christmas greetings. It was hard to say goodbye because my 
colleagues gave me such a delightful sendoff party. Then, it really became 
difficult to say goodbye because of weather either at the Frankfurt airport 
or in London. For two days, the U.S. military transport did not fly. I tried 
to be unobtrusive, almost invisible, back in Hoechst, and I was in danger 
of losing my billet and my mess card. Each day a telegram arrived 
requesting my presence back at the University of Illinois for the start of 
the spring semester. I was getting desperate. I observed that on each of 
those days spent at the Frankfurt-am-Main airport, the R.A.F. military 
transport did fly to London. In conversation with their dispatcher, I learned 
that they counted on the fog being dispersed over London for about half 
an hour shortly after midday, allowing the plane to descend through the 
cloud cover and land at Croydon. The U.S. military transport had tighter 
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flight regulations. I resolved to use my travel orders and any residual 
English accent to fly with the British. All went well for my becoming their 
last passenger until they weighed me and my luggage. Too heavy. I 
removed a bottle of cognac from my tote-all and placed it on the 
dispatcher's desk. Nothing happened. 1 removed a bottle of Scotch and did 
the same. "There, now. I believe you are within the weight limit," said the 
dispatcher. I clambered aboard, and off we flew to Croydon, landing through 
a hole in the clouds. I was assigned to a billet in Harley Street, London. 

I was kept busy reporting, obtaining cash, shopping at the PX and a 
few shops that were beginning to stock merchandise, buying some sheet 
(vocal) music, obtaining some back issues of the lottmal of the Chemical 
Society that were missing from the University of Illinois Library-probably 
due to the sinking of vessels carrying the mail from Britain to the U.S. 
during the war, and arranging for transport home. I found time to visit with 
Tony Parsons, Rosemary Parsons, and Kitty Strang with her two bousemates 
and her new son, David. The Parsons and Strangs have maintained a close 
friendship with the Leonard family over almost 60 years. 

Departure for the homeward journey started by train from London to 
Bournemoutb on Tuesday night, January 29, 1946. We ""ere transported 
to the airport at Hearne for boarding the Pan Am four-engine land plane, 
a DCA. After one early morning stop (I remained asleep), we crossed the 
Atlantic to Gander, Newfoundland, arriving in mid-afternoon of Wednesday, 
January 30. A very brief walk along the landing strip to stretch the limbs 
also produced frostbite of the ears. The flight further westward was 
interrupted at Moncton, New Brunswick, because of weather, and we 
remained there overnight. On Thursday, January 31, we flew to New 
York, and I was able to stay overnight in my parents' home in Mount 
Vernon, New York, for a happy reunion. In Washington, D.C., on Friday, 
February 1, I was debriefed by the successor organization, lI.O.A., under 
the Department of Commerce. I reported on the importance of the 
microfilmed material and described the program that had been initiated 
for the further gathering and distribution of chemical information. The 
rail journey on the New York Central Railroad from New York to 

Indianapolis connected with what was called the "Big Four" to Urbana, 
Illinois. There I was plucked off the three-car train on the following 
JVlonday by Professors Marvel, Snyder and Frank, to be taken to participate 
in a Ph.D. preliminary examination. Thus, was I apprised abruptly of the 
real world of academe to which I was returning. 
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